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5 Matol Km Review ( up to 2009)
Matol Botanical International was sold to Univera in 2010 and is marketed
now under the name of Km, the look is different but the product is exactly
the same and today 4 years later Matol Km is there number one seller,
according to Univera sources.
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I have grouped these Matol Km review, selected articles together for you to
find more information about Matol (in Canada) with 13 herbs and Km(USA)
with 14 herbs.
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Matol Km

1.- Forty Something Forever by Harold & Arline Bracher
A Consumer's Guide to Chelation Therapy and other Heart Savers. "While
writing this book several nutritionally-oriented doctors we'd been in touch
with over the years, called our attention to a potassium-rich liquid, Km by
name"
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2.- Recovery from Addiction by John Finnegan and Daphne Gray in their
Matol Km review
This is a remarkable herbal extract and mineral formulation with powerful
rejuvenating and cleaning properties. Many people have found it greatly
increases their energy and stamina, cleanses poisons from the body, helps
arthritis and other toxic conditions, helps rebuild the liver and the blood,
and greatly increases the oxygenation of the system.
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3.- Freedom From Arthritis through Nutrition Matol Km review by Philip J.
Welsh, DD.S, ND & Bianca Leonardo, N.D.
Matol/Km (Matol in Canada) is an herbal formula developed in 1922 in
Austria by Dr. Karl Jurak to give him more strength and endurance for his
studies and for this favorite sport, mountain climbing. He was awarded a
Doctorate degree with honors at the age of 19, in agrobiology (the study of
plant biology) for the discovery of his elixir, which we know as Matol/Km.
4.- Hypertension Update" Matol Km review in an article by Susan Fasta
from Essence Magazine.
Hypertension is a serious problem in the African-American community, and
some Blacks may have stumbled upon a natural weapon.
They are drinking Matol/Km, an herbal liquid made of 14 herbs flowers,
roots and seeds, including chamomile, thyme and dandelion. The
potassium-rich drink (more than 585 milligrams an ounce) has produced
remarkable improvements in both blood pressure numbers and energy
levels.
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5.-Investigation of Matol/Km Matol Km review by Al Carter.
Matol/Km provides all 57 nutrients in the proper sequence and in the
proper ratios!!
What have you got in Matol/Km?
Matol/Km - The perfect cell food.

Lesa And Geoff George
July 2 at 5:43pm
I NEED TO KNOW THE START UP COST???
913 292 6956
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Charita Hughley Cadenhead
July 1 at 10:03am
Is there a KM Distributor in Birmingham, AL?
Like � 0b7 Comment

Tony Echavarry
June 6 at 11:32pm
I really wish they still offered the Km lotion.
Anyone know if another company picked up the
rights?
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Kloter Farms
kloterfarms.com
Annual Tent Sale This
Saturday, July 16, 8am-5pm
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Welcome to our Matol Page!
This page is dedicated to sharing stories about Karl Jurak and his
preparation, known as Matol Km.
Send us a message (click on "send message" above) with your story and
attach one photo of yourself and will share it!
Did you have a chance to talk to him?, do you have any pictures with Karl,?
what about your family using the Univera products and what is your number
one in the line of products and what is doing for you and your family. We
are exci... See More
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View 6 more comments
San Man Matol was and will always be the best! We have been truly blessed
in this lifetime to have and have had it in our lives at one point or another.
Like � 0b7 Reply � 0b7 June 15 at 8:38pm
Krash Hemi Coarse I wouldlikevery much to get this product as I use to sell it
almost 20yrs ago and stand by as a true organic product
One have to try it to believe it endorsed by Doctor OZ and scientificly proven
Like � 0b7 Reply � 0b7 9 hrs
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Matol Km shared Univera Corporate's video.
June 27 at 12:49pm � 0b7

This is product I`m using for over 31 years

Stay clean this summer w…
busycreatingmemories.com
Summer can get dirty. Make it
clean again with Tide purclean
at Target!

